INSTRUCTIONS FOR eSKILLS:

SUBJECT: COMPUTER SCIENCE

For Prep-III:

• “eSkills” (books for Computer Science subject) have got very well developed worksheets; so there is no need of notebooks from Class Prep – III (for Computer Science).

For I-III:

• Worksheets and Hands on activities in the textbooks can be used for CheckPoints.
• Worksheets should be kept in Student’s Portfolio.
• Worksheets can be used as Spot Tests. Computer Teachers may send the worksheets at home for Parent’s Signatures.
• As per Assessment Policy, the distribution of marks for worksheets used in a term will be as under:
  1. Completion of work: 02 Marks
  2. Writing and Spellings: 02 Marks
  3. Correction: 01 Marks

For IV-VII:

• Make questions from the information given under the headings of ‘History’, ‘Smart Tip’ and ‘Be Safe’ in the textbooks (to be done on the notebooks).